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Born: Żuromin (Poland), September 23rd, 1989 Mobile: +48 517 161 357

Citizenship: Polish Email:  marta.a.przybycien@gmail.com

Address: ul. Fiszera, 81-784 Sopot, Poland Skype: marta.przybycien2
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PROFILE AND CAREER OBJECTIVESPROFILE AND CAREER OBJECTIVES

I am a young, highly dynamic and motivated professional,  characterised by flexibility and adaptability, strong
performer with excellent communication, negotiation and organizational skills, seeking to broaden her experience
in Translations.  

I am a native Polish speaker. I am working with languages since 2008 on a professional level but even before I
was delivering private lessons. Looking forward to our cooperation concerning any language-related services
including Polish, English or Italian.

WORK EXPERIENCEWORK EXPERIENCE

06/’08-current FREELANCE TRANSLATOR (English, Polish, Italian)  

- Online translations;
- Webpages, games;
- Administrative or legal documents;
- Interpreting several interviews for granting of a residence permit;
- Fragments of books and dissertations;
- Editing/proofreading;
- Voiceover (dubbing), subtitling;
- Post-editing, copywriting. 

08/’12-current ORDER MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVE       T  h      o  ms  on         R      e  uters  , Gdynia, Poland

- I helped to set up the FXC team in Gdynia: I autonomously prepared materials and delivered trainings for my
peers and new employees after being trained in London. I was a contact point for FXC Poland team and its
deputy manager (organizing and chairing meetings, managing the workflow, following updates and representing
the team globally e.g. on weekly calls with other CA teams, sales departments, or account teams);
-  Being responsible  for  commercial  negotiations as well  as the technical  planning which directly affects  TR
business; 
- Providing timeline and setting forecasts;
Since 2015: 
- Being responsible for the client base in Poland in Romania, using the received feedback to increase customer
satisfaction and maximize sales;
- Managing long-term relationship with the major customers;
- Providing technical and admistrative support before and after sale;
- Ensuring that the agreements with customers are legally, technically and commercially compliant with the policy
of the company - control and compliance duties;
-  Cooperating on a daily basis with administration,  sales and technical teams from our offices worldwide to
ensure the highest quality and effectiveness. 
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10/’11-07/’12 CUSTOMER SPECIALIST          Contact Center Sp. z.o.o., Gdańsk, Poland
-  Performed  active  sales  duties  involving  company’s  two  bandwidth-intensive  services,  high-speed  Internet
access and television (satellite or streaming), as well as devices, applications and databases;
- Raised the bar of excellence for customer service providing outstanding after-sale assistance to clients. Worked
in a fast-paced, demanding environment.

‘Most Effective Sales Person’ Award: won a competition for the highest level of efficiency in sales in HBO GO TV
campaign which was attended by sellers from Contact Center agencies across Poland.

08/’11-07/’12 SALES REPRESENTATIVE, ENGLISH TEACHER        English Unlimited, Gdańsk, Poland
- Managed long-term relationships with business partners and customers such as public schools or companies; 
- Performed analysis of clients’ / students needs;
- Suggested tailored teaching programs and other clients’ specific solutions;
- Performed active sales duties; 
- Appointed English teacher for two separate groups, autonomously prepared teaching materials; 
- Led evaluation meetings.

LANGUAGESLANGUAGES

POLISH native
ENGLISH fluent
ITALIAN basic
RUSSIAN basic


